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Following on from the success of the SPRA Schools Lecture in previous years, a third venue
was added this year, to make the popular lecture accessible to even more schools. In her usual
exciting and inspirational style, Prof Averil Macdonald, Professor of Science Communication at
Reading University, delivered her popular lecture/demonstration, ‘Fantastic Plastic’, at Dundee
University, Glasgow Caledonian University and Edinburgh Napier University.
Around one thousand pupils and their teachers were able
Prof Macdonald in Dundee
to experience ‘Fantastic Plastic’, which had the underlying
message that most entrepreneurs make their money from
the application of science, engineering and design and that
polymers feature in many of the success stories.
Prof. Macdonald’s entertaining demonstrations caught the
imagination of the audience and she encouraged the pupils to
develop an enquiring mind and challenge traditional thinking.
She then went on to describe a number of the latest developments in electronic products which
rely on polymers that conduct electricity, contrary to the standard text book position and exam
answer that ‘polymers are insulators’. From radiofrequency identification tags (RFID), which will
revolutionise the retail sector even more than barcodes, to polymer light emitting diodes, which
have led to flexible television screens and augmented reality contact lenses, she emphasised how
polymers will continue to facilitate innovation and change our lives.
Fantastic Plastic now has its own website, www.fantasticplastic.org.uk.
Plans are already in hand to repeat the SPRA Schools Lecture in 2013. If your school is interested
in attending, please contact Charlie Geddes, SPRA Honorary Secretary.

Benefits of Lean Thinking

Lean Thinking was the topic
for the first SPRA meeting of
the 2012/13 programme on
02 October at the University of
Strathclyde. Kerry Cochran
(left), Director of Lean Business Solutions
Ltd, shared his expertise and experience on this
subject to demonstrate how Lean Thinking can
be a tool to drive profitability.
Kerry summarised Lean Thinking as “using less
of everything… across all aspects of production,
service and delivery, in order to add value for
the customer and at the same time improve
profitability”.
Implementation of the
Lean approach focuses
on eight ‘wastes’ and
involves a five stage
process.
To illustrate the benefits
of implementing Lean Thinking, Kerry then
presented a number of case studies, each of
which had resulted in striking benefits for the
company, and of course for the customer.
To some extent the tools associated with Lean
Thinking are easy to implement but the real
problem can be the cultural enablers such as
human strategy, teamwork, metrics, appraisals,
departmental objectives and recognition of the
value of each employee.
www.lean-business-solutions.co.uk

IOM3 Awards

At the 2012 R W Thomson Lecture
SPRA member Stuart Martin
was presented with a Student
Award from the Institute of
Materials, Minerals and Mining
by Mrs Sarah Boad, Membership Development
Manager at the Institute. The award recognises
his excellent performance on the BEng (Hons)
Polymer Engineering programme at Edinburgh
Napier University, from which he graduated
with 1st Class Honours. Stuart completed his
studies the hard way, as a part-time student while
holding down an important post at D S Smith
Plastics Foam Products, where he has now been
promoted to Engineering Manager for three sites
within the company.
Dr John Wilcox received an
Outstanding Service Award from
the Institute at the same event.
John is currently a very active
member of Council for the Scottish
Association for Metals and also a
member of IOM3 Council. Past
services to the Institute include a spell as parttime Regional Coordinator for Scotland when, as
a member of SPRA Council, he helped to shape
the development of SPRA in its early years.
His Outstanding Service Award is long overdue,
the oversight arising mainly from the fact that, for
many years, John was the SAM Council member
who organised nominations for the award.
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2013 SPRA Dinner Dance

Friday 08 March
Glasgow Crowne Plaza
Now is the time for company hosts to
finalise their table booking so that their
guests can enjoy the customary evening
of good food, fine wine and excellent
company. Individual tickets are also
available for places at SPRA Council
tables. The guest speaker will be one
of Scotland’s top after-dinner speakers,
Peter Brown and the regular band, Life
and Soul will be sure to get the feet
tapping.

For tickets, sponsorship opportunities
and more details, contact:
David Barlow
Tel: 0131 440 5417 Fax: 0131 448 0679
david@davidbarlow.co.uk

2012 RW Thomson Lecture

‘What will your next hip joint be made from? Materials Solutions to Medical Problems’ was
the title of the 2012 R W Thomson Lecture, held on 16 October at Glasgow University, the
third in a series of public lectures to commemorate the prolific Scottish inventor.
Professor William Bonfield, CBE, DSc, FRS, FREng, FMedSci, FIMMM, FInstP, FRSC,
FIPEM, FBSE, Emeritus Professor of Medical Materials at the University of Cambridge,
where he established and directed the Cambridge Centre for Medical Materials, provided his
audience with a concise summary of developments in biomedical materials.
He traced developments related to arthroplasty, the surgical replacement of joints,
from the pioneering work of Sir John Charnley of 50 years ago, with the highly
successful hip replacement consisting of a stainless steel ball and pin inserted into
the bone, with the aid of a polymerisable cement based on polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) and a socket produced from ultra high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE).
In early joint replacements the most common cause of failure was aseptic
loosening of the pin, hardly surprising considering the bio-incompatibility of
the PMMA cement and the bone. Second generation hip implants were coated
with hydroxylapatite (HA), to reduce aseptic loosening, and polyethylene –
HA composites have been successfully used in eye socket bone grafts and
inner ear implants although they are not tough enough for hip implants.
A major breakthrough was the discovery that inclusion of a small amount of
silicon (<1%) in HA encouraged bone cells to locate on the HA and initiated
bone growth. By controlling the porosity and interconnectivity of the silicon
enhanced HA it is possible to use the scaffolding to produce effective synthetic
Hip Replacement
bone grafts for hip revision and spinal fusion.
Prof Bonfield showed how his materials research has led to numerous innovations in bone
grafting and artificial cartilage but ended his talk by offering advice to innovators aiming to spin
out commercial companies from academic research, to avoid jumping into commercialisation
too soon. In the case of the silicon HA, trade name ApaPore, there was an intense science-based
phase of five years, building up the knowhow and establishing patents, before forming a company,
ApaTech, and obtaining CE and FDA approval.
R W Thomson would have been pleased to hear about the latest innovations based on a sound
understanding of materials.
See SPRA website for a full report

2012 Industry Awards

Once again SPRA Corporate Members featured
in the Plastics Industry Awards for 2012.
Arburg Limited received the ‘Suppliers
Partnership: Prime Machinery’ award for
a project with the moulding company, John
Guest, which resulted in reductions in cycle
time, material usage, wastage
and energy consumption.
www.arburg.co.uk
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag received the
runner-up award in the same category and
in the same week picked up the ‘Polymer
Equipment Manufacturer of the Year 2012’
at the Packaging and Processing Machinery
Association (PPMA) Awards, in both cases
for their work with Moex, a global supplier
of interconnect products. Sumitomo (SHI)
Demag functioned as a systems integrator,
overseeing the entire project which required a
new production process, new moulds, technical
expertise, machine design
and machine build.
www.demag-hamilton.com

BPF Award for Kibosh

SPRA member Ross Dickinson picked up
yet another award at the British Plastics
Federation Dinner in London on 18 October
2012, for his innovative Kibosh emergency
pipe repair, for which he received the BPF’s
Highly Commended Certificate in the
2012 competition for plastics innovation and
design,
organised
by the Worshipful
Company of Horners.
The winner of the 2012
Horners Award was
a highly innovative
obstetric training device called The Birthing
Baby, developed jointly by Brightworks Ltd
and Limbs and Things Ltd.
At the June SPRA meeting Ross described
how he had taken his emergency pipe
repair system from a concept, through the
development stage to the commercial launch
less than a year ago. The Kibosh emergency
pipe repair is now being distributed worldwide
by Rothenberger.
www.kiboshpiperepair.com
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Tuesday 05 February
‘Design for Injection Moulding’
Andrew Blemings (Rosti)
Rosti UK, Larkhall
6.30 for 7.00pm
Wednesday 06 February
‘Young Persons Lecture’
Andrew Blemings (Rosti)
Edinburgh Napier University
2pm
Wednesday 13 March
‘Recycling’
Speakers TBA
Edinburgh Napier University
6.30 for 7.00pm
Thursday 18 April
‘Advances in Injection Moulding’
Sumitomo Demag
Westerwood Hotel, Cumbernauld
6.30 for 7.00pm

Brand Rex Goes Green

Fife based cable manufacturer, Brand Rex,
has been making impressive environmental
strides to becoming the first structured
cabling systems company to achieve carbon
neutral status, to the recently released PAS
2060 standards, for its global operations.
Brand-Rex is a leading manufacturer of
structured cabling
systems for data
networks, and a
niche supplier of
high performance
cables for extreme environment applications.
The company recently received a Green
Apple Award for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, through a series of initiatives
addressing energy efficiency, energy usage,
modifying cable design and making the
supply chain ‘greener’. The introduction
of natural daylight roof panels in their
Glenrothes factory, linked with smart
lighting, significantly reduced its CO2
emissions. Other savings have come from
redesign of product and packaging, energy
efficiencies in production processes and
offset schemes in countries supplying
copper. Brand Rex has demonstrated
that, through company commitment and
attention to detail, it is possible for polymer
manufacturing companies to reduce their
carbon footprint and achieve carbon neutral
status.
For a full report see the SPRA website
www.brand-rex.com

